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Dear Friend,
Just as this report was going to press, CCFC scored its biggest victory to date: thanks to our
advocacy, the Federal Trade Commission fined Google $170 million for illegally collecting
and profiting from the use of children’s personal information on YouTube. And even more
important than the record-breaking fine, the settlement requires Google to stop collecting data
and showing personalized ads on YouTube channels and videos directed at children.
This win has been in the making since April 2018, when we filed an FTC complaint
documenting how YouTube was violating children’s privacy law. Since then, we’ve met with
FTC officials and built powerful coalitions of advocates and lawmakers. And now, as a
direct result of CCFC’s campaign, the number one kids’ website in the world will soon have
significantly less surveillance and kid-targeted behavioral advertising.
Of course, CCFC doesn’t just work to protect children on YouTube – we also support families
to help get kids the off-line, commercial-free time they need to thrive. In the following pages,
you’ll read not only about our successful efforts to hold Big Tech accountable, but also our
biggest and best Screen-Free Week yet, and the inspiring work of our Children’s Screen Time
Action Network.
You’ll also meet some of the incredible people who make CCFC’s work possible: our allvolunteer work groups leading the way to create a better childhood for all children; the experts
whose research scaffolds our advocacy; and of course, the donors whose financial support fuels
all of our programs, from standing up to Silicon Valley Goliaths to hosting the world’s biggest
celebration of screen-free fun.
We’re so grateful to have such passionate advocates working alongside us – including you.
Together, we’re getting closer every day to realizing our vision of childhood: one where kids can
be kids, without interference from corporate marketers and attention-hijacking devices.
Thanks for all you do,

Angela Campbell, JD
Board Chair, CCFC

Josh Golin
Executive Director, CCFC
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Alexa, Are You My Friend?

The Time is Now
The laws protecting kids from predatory marketing haven’t kept up with sophisticated new
technologies – but CCFC has. Now, we’re getting Washington up to speed with new legislation,
new policy, and a new fund dedicated to protecting children’s privacy.
This year, CCFC became a founding member of Privacy and Digital Rights for All, a coalition of
powerful consumer and civil rights advocates calling for real, robust privacy laws. Unlike other
privacy efforts, which are often guided by industry, our Framework for Comprehensive Privacy
Protection and Digital Rights is driven by the needs of real people, not corporate profits.

In 2017, CCFC stopped Mattel from releasing Aristotle, an always-on device designed to
displace essential caregiving functions and live in kids’ bedrooms from birth. This year, we
set our sights on tech giant Amazon after the company released their first kid-targeted smart
speaker, the Echo Dot Kids Edition.
With the help of our attorneys at the Institute for Public Representation at Georgetown Law, CCFC
launched a full-scale investigation into the Echo Dot Kids. What we found was a privacy nightmare.
In clear violation of children’s privacy law, Echo Dot Kids’ privacy policies were confusing,
contradictory, and sometimes even non-existent! We also learned that Amazon keeps children’s
voice recordings forever unless parents actively delete them. And, most shockingly, even when
parents deleted the recordings, the device still “remembered” what it had learned!
We filed an FTC complaint detailing our findings, which made headlines around the world
and spurred a bipartisan call for an investigation. And when Good Morning America aired
our video showing Echo Dot creepily remembering things about kids it wasn’t supposed
to, Amazon made changes to the device: thanks to CCFC, now when parents delete their
children’s personal information from Amazon, it actually disappears.

Kids need:
• Privacy
ce relationships
• Caring, face-to-fa
• Open-ended play
• Boredom
discovery
• Exploration and
offers:
Echo Dot Kids
• Surveillance
relationships
• Mediated family
• Branded play
• Engagement
rated 			
• Algorithmically-cu
recommendations
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A Voice for the Future
In January, our Melissa Campbell was the only advocate
to speak at the Alexa Conference in Chattanooga, TN.
Addressing an audience of technologists and developers,
she explained how Echo Dot Kids is a lot like a Happy
Meal, why it serves Amazon more than families,
and how its core value of surveillance undermines
kids’ healthy development. “CCFC’s viewpoint is
critically important,” said Bradley Metrock, CEO of
Score Publishing and executive producer of the Alexa
Conference (now Project Voice). “We need perspectives
like theirs to help guide us and alert us as we develop
the voice technologies that will shape the future.”

We also helped Senators Ed Markey and Josh Hawley propose the strongest restrictions on marketing
to children in more than 20 years. Thanks to our input, their bill would change the internet for kids
and teens as we know it. It would outright ban any targeted marketing to kids under 13, extend new
privacy protections to teenagers, and actually hold companies like Google and Snapchat accountable
when they illegally collect and profit off of kids’ data. And to ensure enforcement, the bill would
create a new division of the FTC dedicated exclusively to protecting children’s privacy.
It’ll take time and resources to get strong, child-first privacy protections enshrined in law,
especially when Big Tech lobbyists are already flooding DC. That’s why we’re so grateful to the
inaugural supporters of our Children’s Privacy Fund, an initiative dedicated entirely to this
critical work. To learn more, visit www.commercialfreechildhood.org/privacyfund.

“We have an obligation to establish enforceable
safeguards that put kids’ interests ahead of corporate
interest in the Internet Age. Where the FTC fails,
Congress must act swiftly and strongly to pass new
legislation for children online.”
– Senator Ed Markey (D-MA)

THE TIME IS NOW TO:
• End targeted marketing 		
to kids online
• Protect kids’ and teens’ 		
personal information
• Hold Big Tech 			
accountable for 			
exploiting children’s data

MAKE THE INTERNET
SAFER FOR KIDS
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Putting the “Action” in Action Network
CCFC launched the Children’s Screen Time Action
Network in 2017 as a hub for parents and professionals
to work together to give kids commercial-free time and
space – and the dedicated advocates of our work groups
are making it happen!
Seth Evans, a retired teacher and union activist, is the
chair of the Action Network’s Screens in Schools work
group. Seth’s commitment to the Action Network came
directly from his classroom experience. “As an upper
elementary school teacher,” he says, “I really
saw the effects of our screen-based culture on
kids’ attention spans and learning readiness.”
Now, he’s overseeing the group’s first project: a
toolkit to stem the tide of splashy educational
technologies that ultimately harm – not help –
kids’ emotional and intellectual development.
The plan for the toolkit came to fruition at a
Washington, DC, organizing meeting in March
2019. “We’d been floating ideas for projects
during our online meetings,” says Seth, “but
we needed the momentum and commitment
that could only happen by meeting face-to-face.
We left that meeting not only better able to support
each other, but also with a concrete plan to create
something that we knew would benefit other wouldbe activists.” The result is the Screens in Schools
Toolkit, which offers research summaries, sample
petitions, OpEd templates, and other resources to
help parents, educators, and advocates shape the
conversation about screens in their communities.
The Screens in Schools work group aren’t the only
ones pooling their expertise and power to help
kids: groups dedicated to Early Childhood, Parent
Professionals, and Faith Communities are working
hard on exciting new projects. And members of
the Mental Health Professionals work group have
successfully urged their professional organizations to
address manipulative design in kid-targeted tech!
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Action Network LIVE! is a hit
Our Action Network Live! event series brings experts in child development, education, and
technology into the living rooms of thousands of parents and advocates around the world.
CCFC’s Jean Rogers hosts experts in psychology, health, and education to discuss topics
ranging from defusing the social pressure to get kids smartphones, to how commercialism
drives so many of the problems in children’s media.
One powerful event was Jean’s conversation with Cris Rowan and Hilarie Cash, a therapist
and an occupational therapist, about how to limit the influence of screen time on kids’
development. One attendee was especially grateful for the “concrete, tangible actions, tips, and
steps” offered by Cris and Hilarie. Another audience member exclaimed, “If everyone knew
what Cris and Hilarie know...wow! What a better world we would have!”

“Applause, applause, applause!
As someone who is not an early
childhood educator, I learned a
great deal about core principles
of child development and how
they apply to life-changing issues in our world!”
– Rheta Rubenstein of Ridgefield, WA, Young Children and
Technology: Hopes and Dreams with Nancy Carlsson-Paige

A Call for Ethical Design
Meghan Owenz, PhD, and Richard Freed, PhD, co-led the Mental Health Professional
work group’s efforts to urge the American Psychological Association to address what they
believe is deeply unethical behavior: psychologists who use their expertise to make games so
addictive, kids can’t put them down. “Our first ethical obligation is to Do No Harm, and for
psychologists to use their expertise to manipulate kids into staying on devices is definitely
hurtful,” says Dr. Freed. “Thanks greatly to the work of Network members, the world is
waking up to the powerful hidden forces of persuasive design which is pulling a generation
of children onto screens.” Dr. Owenz agrees: “The Network helped us really expand the
reach of our work – in addition to talking directly to the APA, we were able to reach parents
and caregivers and help them understand how this technology works.”
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Screen-Free Week 2019
From April 29 – May 5, more than 150,000 people around the world rediscovered the joys of
life beyond ad-supported screens. We mapped over 1,000 celebrations on screenfree.org — here
are some of our favorites!
Students in Chilton, WI,
enjoyed a full week of screenfree fun! On Create and Read
night, families crafted together
in the library.

What’s the best way to guarantee the most fun during your
Screen-Free Week celebration? Get everyone in on it! That’s
exactly what Dr. Alison Bomba and Kelly Beins have done in
their community of Frederick, Maryland. For the past two
years, Alison and Kelly have brought screen-free festivities to
schools, families, local businesses, and even the mayor’s office
in their town of 65,000!
Alison first discovered Screen-Free Week after going out to
dinner one night and noticing how many kids were engrossed in screens. She felt inspired to
look for a screen-free challenge, and found Screen-Free Week! Soon, she enlisted her friend
Kelly, and the two set out to make it a community celebration.

In Canfield, OH, the whole
town got in on the screen-free
fun! Families enjoyed a chalk
drawing contest judged by the
mayor and a town-wide pizza
and dance party.

At Yorkshire Elementary in
York, PA, students, families, and
teachers loved the celebration,
which included a hike, an ice
cream social, and even a visit
from an alligator named Wally!
In Tehachapi, CA, kids made
their own flower bouquets and a
1900s-style meal at the historic
Errea House! “I love promoting
wonder in children’s lives,”
organizer Elisa Carlson told us.

7-year-old Lillian put on her
own concert and covered up her
TV with stuffed animals. “ScreenFree Week is a good time to go
outside, walk in the park, and
pick up trash,” says Lillian. “If we
take care of the world, the world
will take care of us.”

At Mounds Park Academy, Russ Purdy
continued his tradition of dyeing his hair pink
once students completed Screen-Free Week!

Save the Date

Kelly and Alison started their outreach just by telling friends and colleagues about ScreenFree Week. That turned into posting flyers around town, calling local businesses, and
eventually, taking to the streets! Decked out in Screen-Free Week gear and holding a prop
microphone, Alison and Kelly spent an afternoon downtown, talking to neighbors and
community members about their own experiences and struggles with screen use, and inviting
everyone to participate in Screen-Free Week 2019.
Alison says their hard work truly paid off, and “helped so many people disconnect to
reconnect.” At restaurants, libraries, and museums across town, Screen-Free Week events
gave thousands of kids the experience and joy of going screen-free. Says Alison, “It was such
a rewarding experience!”

The City of Lakes Waldorf
School became a screenfree sanctuary and students
decorated the building with
notes on their favorite screenfree activities.

Kelly agreed. “Our experience co-leading
Frederick’s first Screen-Free Week was a
lot of work and a lot of fun,” Kelly said.
“Alison and I played to our strengths
personally and professionally. We were
committed to seeing it through AND
enjoying it and I think all of this added
to the campaign’s success!”
We are so thankful for the thousands
of Screen-Free Week organizers like
Alison and Kelly who make this
international celebration possible!
To host a week of your own, visit
screenfree.org.

In New Market, MD, families enjoyed making
fairy garden gates at The Original Playhouse
Children’s Museum.

May 4-10, 2020
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Manipulating Kids?
There’s An App for That

“Parents shouldn’t have to worry about whether their child’s
‘educational’ app is actually filled with inappropriate pop-up
ads, but as our research found, a lot of these apps have design
features that might interrupt kids’ learning. CCFC helped turn
our findings into actionable policy and level the playing field for
parents and kids.”

– Dr. Jenny Radesky, pediatrician and senior researcher,
Advertising in Young Children's Apps: A Content Analysis

We were upset, but unfortunately not surprised, when two separate studies revealed that the
majority of popular kids’ apps are rife with coercive ads, inappropriate content, and illegal data
sharing. (In one game, a beloved children’s character even starts crying if kids don’t make an
in-app purchase!) Lots of these apps – including almost all the ones illegally sharing data – were
certified “family-friendly” by Google, and many claimed to be educational. To protect kids and
parents alike, we filed two FTC complaints: one against developers, for manipulating the kids
using the apps, and another against Google, for misleading parents about how safe they were.
To model what app stores should do instead, we developed the Kids’ App Store Standards:
simple rules that ban in-app purchases, unfair advertising, and illegal data collection, and require
a human review of each app. Apple recently released new rules for their children’s apps that
align very closely with our Kids’ App Store Standards!
And it’s not just mobile app makers misleading parents about what’s good for young
kids: tech companies have been pitching “online pre-school” to lawmakers as a way
to get children “ready for kindergarten” on the cheap. This troubling trend means
more screen time for kids and less money for what really works: hands-on, face-to-face
preschool led by caring, skilled adults.
With our friends at Defending the Early Years, CCFC organized more than 100 experts in
technology and early education to demand states fund real universal pre-K, not the online scams.
Thousands of people in 15 states have joined our campaign, demanding that their legislators reject
online pre-K and fund the real, high-quality early education that all children need and deserve!

*For more on our work protecting kids from predatory tech, see page 1!
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A Year of CCFC in the News
CCFC’s advocacy routinely makes headlines around the world, giving us an incredible power
to shape the conversation around kids, media, and commercialism. Here are just a few of our
press appearances from this year.

CCFC Financials
INCOME
Grants

$ 61,178

Individual Donations

$ 365,116

Honoraria and Book Sales

$ 3,995

Total FY19 Income

$ 420,289

Expenses

$ 555,064

Net Increase/(Decrease)

$ (134,775)

Beginning Reserves

$ 460,718

Net Assets FY19

$ 325,943

Amazon Alexa: is it friends with your kids? 7/16/18
Tech companies use “persuasive design” to get us hooked. 		
Psychologists say it’s unethical. 8/8/18
Retailers are marketing directly to kids shopping 				
on their smartphones 8/10/18
New Pressure on Google and YouTube Over Children’s Data 9/20/18
Google Is Teaching Children How to Act Online. 				
Is It the Best Role Model? 10/23/18
Groups Call for Probe of Android Apps Found Marketing to Kids 10/30/18
Why Children’s Fondness for YouTube Puts the Company at Risk 11/7/18
Google hit with FTC complaint over ‘inappropriate’ kids apps 12/19/18
Facebook Data Scandals Stoke Criticism That a Privacy Watchdog 		
Too Rarely Bites 12/30/18

TOTAL EXPENSES: $555,064
ADMINISTRATION

$65,548

PROGRAM
EXPENSES

$410,257

Facebook knowingly let kids rack up huge gaming bills 			
on their parents’ credit cards 1/29/19
Advocates Ask FTC ‘To Hold Facebook Accountable’ 			
For In-Game Purchases By Kids 2/21/19
FUNDRAISING
C=0, M=80, Y=70, K=0
C=100, M=35, Y=0, K=100
C=70, M=35, Y=0, K=0

NPR CMYK color logo for light background, coated stocks
Use at any scale
Downsize the “®” when the using logo on oversized applications
such outdoor advertising and large exhibit displays

YouTube’s ‘whack-a-mole approach’ to child safety 			
isn’t working, critics say 2/21/19

$79,258

Online and Making Thousands, at Age 4: Meet the Kidfluencers 3/1/19
Toy unboxing videos have taken over YouTube. 			
Some experts say they exploit kids. 3/22/19

PROGRAM EXPENSES: $410,257
SCREEN TIME

TED 2019: Prize to online classes project causes controversy 4/17/19

$135,910

EDUCATION
& OUTREACH

$131,966

World health officials take a hard line on screen time for kids. 		
Will busy parents comply? 4/24/19
Amazon Echo Dot Kids Edition under fire from advocacy groups over
alleged privacy violations 5/9/19
Following FTC complaint, Google rolls out new policies around 		
kids’ apps on Google Play 5/29/19

CAMPAIGNS

$142,382

Sex, drugs, and self-harm: Where 20 years of child online 		
protection law went wrong 6/13/19
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Our Supporters
We are incredibly grateful for CCFC’s supporters, who are actively building a world where all kids
get the commercial-free time and space they deserve. Below are our donors for FY19 (July 2018 –
June 2019), without whom our work would not be possible.

Leadership Circle
$50,000+
Alana USA Foundation
$25,000 - $49,999

Church Communities
Foundation
Matt Damon
Jacaranda Fund
The Christy & John Mack
Foundation

Ranae DeSantis

$10,000 - $24,999

Anonymous
Elaine Golin
Milner Family Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999

Nathan Dungan &
Susan Hawks
Doreen Downs
M/H Metrock Charitable
Foundation
Scott & Suzanne Nash

Champions
$2,500 - $4,999
Joel & Aparna Brown
Kevin L. Hepner
Jared & Alice Jacobs
Melinda & Philip Nemec
Susan Ochshorn,		
Play It Forward Fund
Dan Watson & 		
Brenda Stone

$1,000 - $2,499

Scott Sherwood Benson &
Ky-Van Lee
Barbara J. Brock
James Brooks & 		
Laura Graves
Angela J. Campbell &
Michael D. Sullivan
Julia Chen
Craine Family Foundation
Cream Hill Foundation
James Gleason		
Susan D. Hopkins

Gregory & Caroline Horner
Carl & Susan Ingrao
The Kalayoglu Fund
The Koch Ellis Fund
Lauren & Dave Kopans in
honor of the wonderful
hardworking team at
CCFC
Dr. Susan Linn
Kim & Greg Rathmann
in memory of 		
Edwin Kvatum
Jean Rystrom & Dallas Dick

The Margaret M. Schmidt
& Kenneth J. Danila Fund
at the Boston Foundation
The Sholley Foundation
Van Dyke Family
Sarah Voss 		
in honor of TechDen
Daniel & Amy Warren
Brian & Carey Wentzel
Lucas Reiner & 		
Maud Winchester
Monica & Jerry Wood

Friends
$500 - $999

Emily Anesta
Sarah Baldwin 		
in honor of 		
#givingtuesday
Andres Batista
Kathleen & 		
Dan Clarke-		
Pearson
Anne Ellsworth
Seth Evans
Charles Fox
Steve & 			
Alice Golin
Dr. Holly & 		
Kirk Groh
Alexandra Gruskos &
David Orenstein
Pico Kassell & 		
Andrew Strom
Velma LaPoint Ph.D.
Ray & Theresa Liu
David Luebke
Ginny Margolies
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Kathy Masarie MD, 		
Family 			
Empowerment 		
Network in 		
memory of my 		
parents who 		
taught me to 		
love movement 		
and nature
Kimberly Meyers-Wirtz
Victoria Mills		
in memory of 		
Inga-Britta Mills
Nell Minow & 		
David Apatoff
Dipesh Navsaria & 		
Rania Huntington
Paula Poundstone
Michele Simon
Andy Singer
Lucy B. Stroock
Janet Weathers & 		
Ronald Cobb 		
Family Fund

$250 - $499

Anonymous
Myron & 			
Sandy Belfer
Daniel L. Boxwell
Lawrence Brown
Pamela Burnley & 		
Russell Malchow
Richard & 			
Carol Daynard
Abraham Flaxman
Jennifer Gamble
Ellen Garcia
Liz N. Goodenough 		
in memory 		
of James Leaf
Ed & Jane Grant
Mona Harley
Sarah M. Hellman
Jonathan & 		
Jennie Hinman
Myla Kabat-Zinn
Rosie & Sajed Kamal
Allen Kanner

Tim Kasser
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. 		
Knowles
Virginia Lamb
Diane Levin & 		
Gary Goldstein
John Lippitt
Tom Lopez
Emiliano Mazlen 		
in honor of 		
David Monahan
Anna Miari & 		
Lincoln Hess
David Naumann
Mark Noltner 		
in honor of 		
Siena Noltner
Alyson Porter & 		
Eli Torgeson
Nancy Schimmel
Craig Scull
Dr. Nikki Shearman
Daniel & 			
Martha Smith

Ruth Smullin 		
in memory of 		
Judy Salzman
The Stein-			
Zimmerman 		
Family
Laurel Parker West
Donna E. Wheeler
Debbie Williams
Melissa Williams & 		
Wilbur Lam
Rinny & 			
Len Yourman

$100 - $249

Anonymous (7)
Martin Abel
Ellen Adler
Kris Alman
Erik Assadourian
Linda & 			
Richard Barnes
Bambi Brewer
Mitchell Brooks

Blakely & 			
Harvey Bundy
Sarah Bures
Nancy Carlsson-		
Paige & 		
Douglas Kline
Bill & Lynne Cobb 		
in honor of Colton
and Lucille Arthur
Richard Cohen
Lynn Darin in honor 		
of Elaine Kaplan
Kimber Del Valle
Allison Delong
Kristen & 			
Ed Dennison
Shannon Dodge
Shara Drew
Edupax in memory 		
of Bob McCannon
& George Gerbner
Janette Emlen
Josie Etheart
Euvrard Family
Will Evans in honor 		
of Seth Evans
Jamie Fairchild
Tracy Feldman 		
in honor of 		
Aparna Brown
Dr. Ann Frechette
Jenny Gamson & 		
Stephen Seckler
Jeff Garb
Dylan Garret
Frank Gatti 		
in memory of 		
Jane Rodman-Gatti
Roberta M. Golinkoff
Maryellen M. Griffin
Jennifer Haefeli
Christian Haeni
Harley Heath, M.D.
Sean Hecht & 		
Rebecca Weiker
Jason J. Huitrado
Sarah Hummingbird 		
in memory of 		
Patricia Cairns
Mary Ann Jacob, 		
M.D., LLC
Carden Johnston, 		
M.D.
Joe Kelly & 		
Nancy Gruver 		
in honor of 		
Quentin & Sam
Carol Kenner
Ryan Kershner
Irene F. Kessel
Junith Koon 		
in honor of 		
Cindy Connors, 		
Terry Landa, 		
Julie Olivett, 		
Judy Vana & 		
Ruth Snyder
Tim Largy
Raquel Lauritzen

Les Chevaliers 		
du Web
Toni Liebman
Kecia Lifton
Brandee Marckmann
Rebecca A. 		
Masterson
Allyssa McCabe & 		
Charlie Cuneo
Geralyn Bywater 		
McLaughlin
Sarah Lynne 		
McMahon
David Monahan
Philip Moore 		
in honor of 		
Julia Chen
The Dante Moreira 		
Gilbert Fund
Steve Morton
Ranganath & 		
Sandy Nayak
Barbara Nicholson
Martine Onufrychuk
Sveta Pais 		
in honor of Donna
Bryant Goertz
Lynda Paull 		
in honor of 		
Susan Linn
Allyson & 			
Chris Penner 		
in honor of 		
Julia Chen
Alvin Poussaint, M.D.
Shannon Rapo
Molly Rauch
Paula Rees
Ed Roach
Thomas Robinson
Howard & 		
Rheta Rubenstein
Jack Sawyer
Anne Sebanc
Kreg & 			
Angela Sherbine
Dan Silver
Jill Smith
Alix & 			
Joseph I. Smullin
David Tobin & 		
Jennifer Sullivan
Barbara B. Sweeny 		
in honor of Margo
& Owen Sweeny
Monica Tovar
Angelica L. 		
Velazquez
Martha Vibbert
Kristie Wang & 		
Michael Frank
Rinda Wardle
Muffie & 			
Scott Waterman
Robert Webster
Mark Weltner
Enid Wetzner
Timothy Winter
Roland Young

Up to $100

Scott & 			
Jennifer Adler
Megan Alcauskas
Kelly Arensen
Kathryn Aschliman
Nicole Auckerman
David Banerjee
Sarah Batcheler
Ellen Bates-Brackett
in honor of 		
Susan Linn
Robin Bectel
Criscillia Benford
Brad Bennett
Carol Borg
The Boyd Vigil 		
Family
Ann Braude & 		
Andrew Adler
Steve Brothers 		
in honor of Reese
& Garrett Brothers
Martha Campbell
Christine Chaille
Marie Cheney
Erin Clendenin
Susan Cody
Anita & Aaron Cook
Jeanne Cosby
Sharon Crocker
Evelia Cruz
Lili Cummins
Joyce Daniels
Rob & Leigh Dewis
Anne Deysher
DIG Childhood 		
Center
John DiModica & 		
Michelle Apigian
Julie Dobrow
Andrea V. Doukas
Judith Doyle 		
in memory of 		
Darla Goldsmith
David & 			
Jennie Drasin
Ben Dunlap
Donna Eggleston
Carol Ann Emerick
Irma Evans 		
in honor of 		
Seth Evans
Anne-Marie Farmer
Cynthia Ferrari 		
in honor of 		
Marietta Angelotti
Lauretta Freeman
Matthew Freytag & 		
Kathy Wistar
Andrea Gambardella
Faith Garfield
Madeline Garin 		
in honor of 		
Samantha Garin
Suzanne Gellens
Sandra Gilligan
Kathy Gordon
Aviva Grasso

Mark Grotzke
Emily C. Harrison
Nancy Hartman
Julia Hartung
Richard Hawley
John Healy
Annelisa Hedgecock
William Helton
C.J. Hirschfield
Michael Hogan
Robert A. Horwitz
Jacob Hosler
Paul Ivanov
John Jefferies IV
Herb Jellinek & 		
Susana Wessling
Harry Jho
Sonja Johansson 		
in memory of 		
Robert Webb
Richard Kaplan
Barry & 			
Kathy Keller Jones
Ellen Kelly-Lind
Regan Kibbee
Jean Kilbourne
Laurie Kleen
Gary Lamb
Andrea Larson
Michelle Leder
Donna Lepley
Lisa & Josh Lubarr
Jean Martin 		
in honor of 		
Janice Hamer
Sue M. Martin
Laura Mason
Janet Matthews
Casey Mattsen
Colleen L. McDonald
Dianne McGaunn
Joan McGlincy
Susan McNamara 		
in honor of Life
David Meshoulam
Dr. Kathy Modigliani
Dr. Saumya Mohan
Joe Morgan
Patty Morrissey
Samantha C. Morse
Celia Shapiro & 		
Ed Mroz 		
in honor of 		
Susan Linn
Roxanna Myhrum 		
in honor of 		
Susan Linn
Eric & Elyssa Nelson
Jennifer Norris & 		
Flynn Monks
Randee Norwood
Lauren O’Connell
Jana Odette
Brendan Oram 		
in honor of 		
Jessie Oram
Anna Pervukhin
Tasmin Pesso
Sylvia Pfeffer

Joan L. Phelan
Laure Polenz 		
in honor of 		
Brandi Stout
Christina Poturica
Eileen Prymaczek 		
in memory of 		
Frank Flaherty
Kjersti Reed 		
in memory of 		
Aaron Prescott 		
Wash
Matthew Reid
Shay Ralls Roalson
Marilyn Roselius
Susan Ruocco
Kelley Scanlon
Michael & 			
Sara Scippa
Darshana Shakya 		
in honor of 		
Katha Meelan 		
Shakya
Susan Siebenmorgen
in memory of 		
Anne Carroll
Nancy Simpson
Leanne Soylemez
Juanita Springate
Elizabeth Stubbs
John & Rauna Surr
Shawn Sutton
Drs. Michelle & 		
Brad Torok
David Trietsch
Amy & Scott Tyson
Amy & Marc Vachon
Nora Voltron
Katherine Warner 		
in memory of 		
Steve Warner
James Webster & 		
Denise M. Hingle
Dr. Lucille Weinstein
Kevin Whelan
Kerry Williams
Margaret Wilson
Sheli Wortis
Dr. Lara Wright M.D.
Bonnie Zare
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Staff
Josh Golin, Executive Director
Melissa Campbell, Communications Manager
Sam Garin, Program Coordinator
David Monahan, Campaign Manager
Jean Rogers, Screen Time Program Manager
Darshana Shakya, Operations Coordinator
Rinny Yourman, Action Network Outreach Coordinator

Board of Directors
Criscillia Benford, PhD

Tim Kasser, PhD

Aparna Brown, PhD

John C. Mack

Angela Campbell, Chair

Dipesh Navsaria, MPH, MSLIS, MD

Julia Chen

Lynda Parmely

Ranae DeSantis

Laurel Parker West, PhD, Treasurer

Nathan Dungan, Vice Chair

Jonathan Spack

Kevin Hepner, Clerk

Children’s Screen Time Action Network Advisory Board
Criscillia Benford, PhD

Richard Freed, PhD

Jean Rystrom

Patricia Cantor, EdD

Douglas Gentile, PhD

Nikki Shearman, PhD

Kathleen Clarke-Pearson, MD

Susan Linn, EdD

Joni Siani, MEd

Tracy Cutchlow

Roxana Marachi, PhD

Sherry Turkle, PhD

Victoria L. Dunckley, MD

Thomas N. Robinson, MD, MPH

Our Mission
CCFC educates the public about commercialism’s impact on kids’ wellbeing
and advocates for the end of child-targeted marketing.

89 South Street, Suite 403, Boston, MA 02111
(617) 896-9368 / ccfc@commercialfreechildhood.org
/commercialfreechildhood

@commercialfree
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